
 

Clamshell-shaped protein puts the 'jump' in
'jumping genes'
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Five of IstB's 10 subunits are in the foreground with arrows pointing to the ends
of a segment of DNA, bent 180 degrees by the clamshell-shaped protein. Credit:
Cell Press
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Scientists at Johns Hopkins report they have deciphered the structure
and unusual shape of a bacterial protein that prepares segments of DNA
for the insertion of so-called jumping genes. The clamshell shape, they
say, has never before been seen in a protein but connects nicely with its
function: that of bending a segment of DNA into a 180-degree U-turn.

The finding, they say, advances the scientific understanding of how
DNA segments get moved around among bacteria, often bringing with
them genes that confer toxicity or antibiotic resistance. A summary of
the research was published on Aug. 13 in the journal Cell.

The protein, called IstB, is genetically similar to a whole family of
related proteins found in bacteria, plants and animals, so the Johns
Hopkins team says it was surprised to learn that its structure and function
are not so similar to those of its family members. "What we learned is
that IstB showcases the ability of natural selection to find new uses for
class of enzyme that's been around a very long time," says James Berger,
Ph.D., professor of biophysics and biophysical chemistry at the Johns
Hopkins University School of Medicine.

At the heart of the research, Berger says, is a piece of DNA, called IS21,
which is a type of transposon, or jumping gene. These segments of DNA
hold the blueprint for making proteins that can cut and otherwise
manipulate DNA to leave one spot in a genome and land elsewhere.

On its own, Berger points out, a jumping gene is neither helpful nor
harmful but can become so if, for example, it inserts itself into and
disrupts a normally functional gene. "Or it could take a nearby gene with
it when it jumps," he adds. "That gene will then be in new surroundings
and under new control, which could be helpful or harmful to an
organism depending on the gene's function."

Berger says he and postdoctoral fellow Ernesto Arias-Palomo, Ph.D.,
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were aware that IS21 is found in some disease-causing bacteria, like
plague's Yersinia pestis, and close to genes that make those bacteria
toxic to people. "That made us suspect it might play a role in moving
those genes around, which can ultimately cause the transfer of harmful 
genes to previously harmless bacteria," he says.

To examine the idea, the team focused on IstB, one of the two proteins
IS21 encodes. The other encoded protein is IstA, which cuts and pastes
the IS21 transposon. IstB is its helper protein.

The team knew based on IstB's genetic sequence that it contains a
"reactor" site that extracts the energy found in certain chemical
molecules and uses it to alter DNA. But how it works and how it
collaborates with IstA was a mystery.

Using X-rays and beams of electrons to probe IstB's structure and
function, the researchers found that IstB is made of 10 smaller units,
which are organized into two parallel horseshoes of five units each.
Double strands of DNA fit in between.

"What we saw is that IstB can take a straight piece of DNA and bend it
180 degrees, or take a bent piece of DNA and hold it in that position,"
says Berger. "That primes the DNA for the insertion of a transposon."

Biochemical tests further showed that IstA recognizes the bent DNA
bound by IstB and kicks off the IstB, probably to make the DNA
accessible for the cuts it will make, explains Berger.

  More information: Cell, dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cell.2015.07.037
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